
Expand Your Business with Dynamic Ancillary Benefits

Stealth Partner Group, an Amwins Company, can assist you in offering competitively priced and feature rich benefits 
from the industry’s top tier carriers. Our detailed approach, product expertise and proven processes will enhance 
your services and deliver additional value for your clients. Our ancillary services include:

 −  Aggressive, Effective Carrier Negotiations —We work directly
with a diverse group of the industry’s “best in class” carriers, and
we know how to leverage our specialized experience, strong
relationships, and proven negotiating platform to deliver the
best results.

 −  Benefits and Contract Comparison—During the initial
marketing phase, Stealth thoroughly reviews the inforce benefits
to ensure all plan designs are matched appropriately and there
are no gaps in coverage. Once issued, Stealth also reviews the
new contracts to make sure all applicable policy provisions and
benefits are correct.

 −  Carrier Partner Management—Stealth understands the 
importance of maintaining favorable carrier relationships. Through 
proven results and accuracy, we maintain trusted and influential 
relationships with key individuals at our carrier partners.

 −  Premium and Commission Administration—As a fully licensed
and bonded Third Party Administrator, Stealth provides
complete premium and commission processing. This ensures
fast and accurate payments to our carriers and producers while
providing an additional layer of quality control.

 −  Account Management Support—Stealth understands all of
the time and energy required to implement and help manage
ancillary benefits for employer groups. Between contract analysis,
premium and billing reconciliation and day-to-day benefits
administration, Stealth provides additional support for any and all
account management needs that our Producers request.

 −  Flexible Approach—Stealth’s customer service focused
approach allows us to tailor solutions to meet the needs of our
individual producers, ensuring they gain the most value out of
the partnership.

Ancillary Services
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ANCILLARY CARRIERS
A.M. BEST

FINANCIAL
RATING

Lincoln Financial Group A+

Reliance Standard Life A

Sun Life Financial A+

Mutual of Omaha A+

Voya Financial A

Cigna Group Insurance A

Symetra Financial A

MetLife A+

One America A+

The Hartford A

Guardian Life A++

Principal Financial A+

Aflac A+

Trustmark A

Amalgamated Life A


